
90 STi- 2 Stage
Self propelled snow blower
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SPECIFICATIONS:

MAIN FEATURES
- Front and rear axles suspended by parabolic semi-
elliptical leaf springs. 
- Full power steering system guarantees the greatest 
maneuverability and
exact positioning.
- 2 seat forward cab allows operator exceptional visibil-
ity throughout.
Seats are adjustable for maximum operator's comfort.
- Rear body tilting for ease of inspection

DIMENSIONS AND PERFORMANCE

CHASSIS
Frame made of heavy steel, cold formed open chan-
nel, all bolted construction with channel cross mem-
bers. The frame is designed with flexible ladder type 
construction.

VEHICLE HYDROSTATIC TRANSMISSION
The vehicle is driven by a heavy duty hydrostatic trans-
mission REXROTH type with variable pump. Infinitely 
adjustable speeds regulation. Automatic load 
controlled traction regulation during operation.

TRANSFER/REDUCTION GEAR BOX
The drive line includes a FRESIA 2-Ratio transfer 
case/reduction gear box between the front and rear 
axles.

STEERING
Left-hand steering. Fully hydraulic powered. Four 
wheels steering.

- Length
- Clearing width
- Height
- Wheel base
- Traveling speed
- Operational weight 
- Clearing capacity

7,330 mm 
2,500 mm 
2,900 mm 
3,000 mm 
40 km/hour
12,500 kg
up to 4,000 tons per hour

WHEELS/TIRES
Steel disc, 10 hole. Winter thread tires, 365/85 R 20

AXLES
FRESIA Model 90. Single reduction series - Ring gear 
with extra large pinion provides torque capacity for 
maximum GVW. Forged steel housing. Full planetary 
hub reduction. Locking device, pneumatically 
controlled on both axles from cab.

SUSPENSION
Front and rear axles elastically suspended by means of 
parabolic leaf springs for comfortable driving at high 
speed.

BRAKES
Disk brakes on all 4 wheels with independent circuits, 
front and rear. Parking brake on the rear transmission 
shaft. All brake system components are easily accessi-
ble for maintenance servicing and repair.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
24 Volt with two batteries of 140 Amp. The electrical 
system is very well insulated and sealed to prevent 
dampness damage. Lights and signals comply with 
EEC regulations: head , side, tail, direction, stop, and 
beacon on cab top. The electric windshield wipers are 
of heavy-duty construction guaranteeing exceptional 
functioning even in the heaviest rain or snow fall. 
Electrical system is screened to enable VHF radio use.

CAB
Cab steel construction, IVECO Euro-Cargo Type, 
thermally insulated , with optimal visibility front and rear 
, Complete instrument panel Rear body in reinforced 
fibre-glass to prevent corrosion Tilting rear body for 
easy of maintenance .


